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India bids to be 4th nation on Moon
– On 22nd July the Indian 

Space Agency successfully
launched its ambitious 
Chandrayaan 2 mission
to the Moon

• GSLV mk3 launcher

• Vikram lander

• Pragyan (wisdom) rover

– Only three countries have soft-landed before
• Soviet Union, USA & China

– This is still in Earth orbit and will take a series of long 
loops in its trajectory to the Moon, arriving in September

– Will land at the Lunar South Pole and explore for ice

– Rover & Lander to last 14 days (1 lunar daytime) but 
Chandrayaan orbiter designed to last for 1 year 



US to build version of Israeli Moon Lander
• In April Israel attempted to be the 4th Lunar landing country 

with its Beresheet lander.
• Innovative in that it was commercial, not-for-profit organisation

• Innovative in that it was the first to use the fuel-economic route, 
non-direct, using multiple firings of the British-built thruster to 
gradually increase its eliptical orbits until it was far out enough 
to be captured by Moon's gravity.

• Sadly a software glitch caused it to crash and fail

• Now they've signed a deal with US firm Firefly Aerospace 
to build a US version of Beresheet

• This will become part of the NASA programme in which it 
has contracted several companies to land science and 
other packages on the Moon in preparation for the planned 
manned landing in 2024.

• NB Staffing shake up at NASA & plea for funding by NASA 
chief to Congress



NASA Gateway to be Cygnus-derived 

• Northrop-Grumman have 
had 13 succesful launches 
of its Orbital ATK Cygnus 
resupply vessel to the ISS

• NASA had planned a large 
Habitation Module for its 
mini-space station called Gateway, to be placed in orbit 
round the Moon, acting as a way-stop for crews landing.

• Because of the advance from 2028 to 2024 for Moon 
landing plans now revised to an interim smaller module

• NASA is fast-tracking a contract with Northrop to develop & 
launch a module derived from Cygnus by end 2023

• This will be attached to the Power & Propulsion Element 
Module being built by Maxar Tecnologies Inc.



 Orion Launch Abort Test  

• NASA will return to the Moon using the Orion
manned spaceraft.

• One of the essential benchmark tests is to 
demonstrate the launch abort system
– as with Apollo, this comprises a rocket mounted 

on top of the capsule which blast the spacecraft 
clear of a malfunctioning launcher

• This is tested at the point where the vehicle
encounters maximum dynamic pressure

• This month's test used a Peacemaker booster to launch Orion
– flew to 31,000' 50 secs after launch then fired abort system

– Abort system worked fine (see above pic) then separated from 
capsule 

– First manned flight of Orion expected in 2022

• 1st Lunar Orion has just been mated to it's ESA service module



 Other NASA Capsule News  

• Space X & NASA set up an investigation team to report on 
the catstrophic destruction of the Crew Dragon during a 
ground test back in April

• The team believe a leaky valve was to blame, which allowed 
propellent to leak into the pressurisation system, leading to the 
huge explosion. 

• Engineers are now replacing these valves in the capsule's 
launch abort system

• The resulting delay makes it doubtful that there'll be a manned 
Crew dragon mission this year, as previously planned.

• Boeing had also suffered a problem with a fuel leak on their 
Starliner crew capsule, leading to a postponement of their 
launch-abort test, but have now resumed ground test firings.



JAXA's Hyabusa grabs 2nd sample

• Hyabusa made its 2nd successful touch-and-go 
landing on asteroid Ryugu 
on 11th July
– slowed to 4” per second for contact

• Landing site was fresh crater 
excavated in April when Hybusa 
“bombed” asteroid, exposing 
pristine sub-surface material

• On contact the probe's sampling horn fired a metal bullet 
into surface to blast up small fragments which were then 
collected by the horn, and later sealed into return capsule.
– photographs taken by probe recorded the debris and collection.

• Craft now back in its “safe” position 20 km from asteroid

• No further sample collections needed, return to Oz in 2020



TESS Discovers 3 small Exoplanets 

• TESS (Transiting ExoPlanet 
Survey Satellite) has found
3 small rocky planets orbiting
a dwarf star 35 light years away

• None are in the Goldilocks zone
– all described as “hellish”

• One is 80% size of Earth, first 
time one so small has been 
detected.
– orbits its star in 2.25 days

– receiving 22 times the radiation from its star as we do on Earth!

• Superb engineering achievement, bodes well for future 
discoveries



Latest News In Brief
• Three astronauts safely launched to and docked with 

the ISS on the anniverary of Apollo 11, bringing the ISS 
crew back up to 6.
– Andrew Morgan: NASA

– Cdr Alexander Skvortov: Roscosmos

– Luca Paritano: Italy/ESA

• NASA approves development of Dragonfly
– quadcopter rover to be launched to Saturn's moon Titan in 

2026, landing in 2034

– Flying on Titan is actually easier than on Earth
• Atmosphere 4X denser at surface (mostly methane)

• Gravity one seventh that of Earth



Any ideas?

August’s Suggested 
Constellation



That’s right – 
Lyra

August’s Suggested 
Constellation



Lyra in Mythology

• Lyra was the first ever lyre, made by Hermes from a 
tortoise shell and was given to Orpheus

• Orpheus joined Jason and his Argonauts and used his 
lyre to subdue the voices of the Sirens

• He later married Eurydice, a nymph, but she was killed 
by a bite from a snake.  Orpheus entered the Underworld 
to reclaim her and used his lyre to charm Hades, the 
King. Hades agreed to release Eurydice as long as 
Orpheus never looked back to check.  He failed and 
Eurydice was consigned to the Underworld forever.

• Orpheus roamed the world, playing his lyre and rejecting 
all advances from other women.

• On his death the lyre was placed in the sky by the Muses.



Lyra - The Constellation
• Vega is a brilliant white star, easily found in the summer 

months and is one of the corners of the Summer Triangle
– it's the 3rd brightest star in the northern hemisphere, after Sirius 

and Arcturus

– it will be the Pole Star in 12,000 years time

– the constellation's other main stars are 3rd/4th  magnitude.

• Lyra contains two Messier objects
– M57, The Ring Nebula, is a Planetary nebula, i.e. the remains of 

a star that has exploded about 8,000 years ago and sloughed off 
its material, seen as a torus

– M56 is a globular cluster

• The constellation is home to several really attractive 
double stars
– including the famous Double-Double, Epsilon Lyrae



Whereabouts can I find it in the night sky?

Reproduced by 
permission of 

Peter Grego, SPA



Messier Object: M57 
(planetary nebula

'The Ring')

Variable Star
Mag 3.3 → 4.3

Multiple Star
Mag 6.5 & 8.6
Mag 6.6 & 8.6

Quadruple Star
(Double-double)
ε1. Mag 5.0 & 6.1

ε2. 5.2 & 5.5 

Chart reproduced by kind 
permission of Richard 

Dibon-Smith 
www.dibonsmith.com

Messier Object: M56 
(globular cluster')



Apparent Dimensions 76 arc seconds
Discovered 1779, Antoine Darquier

Distance 1,140 light years
Visual Brightness Magnitude 8.8

M57 (NGC 5272) Planetary Nebula



M56 (NGC 6779)

Apparent Dimensions 77 arc minutes 
Discovered 1779 Charles Messier

Distance 31,000 light years
Visual Brightness Magnitude 8.4

Globular Cluster



What's Up!
For August 2019 



The August
 Night Sky

As at 10 p.m.
mid-month



Sun & Moon in August

• New Moon 1st

• First Quarter 7th

• Full Moon 15th

• Last Quarter 23rd

(BST) Sun Moon
1st Rise 05.26 05.28

Set 20.49 21.24

15th Rise 05.47 20.47

Set 20.24 06.25

31st Rise 06.13 07.12

Set 19.21 20.48



What’s Up - Planets

• Mercury  
–  A morning object for most of the month, best on 9th, 5o. 

above ENE horizon

• Venus
– Not visible this month.

• Mars
– Not visible this month.



What’s Up - Planets
• Jupiter

– Still dominating the early night sky,  but its position is 
deteriorating as the month draws on, loosing altitude in 
the SSW. 

• Saturn
– A good evening object, at mag +0.5, in the South above 

the main stars of Sagittarius. 

• Uranus 
– Well placed in Aries in the earlry morning sky, inSSE.  

Binoculars can find it at mag +5.7 

• Neptune
– A late evening/morning object in Aquarius in the South, 

but telescopic at mag +7.9



Phenomena in August

• 1st A challenge - try to find a very thin Moon (0.8% 
illuminated) just above WNW horizon between 15 mins to 
30 mins after sunset.

• 9th  Waxing gibbous Moon just 1.5o  north of Jupiter

• 11th  Gibbous Moon sits 6o  west of Saturn 

• 12/13th Maxima of Perseids meteor shower  
– Theoretical max of about 80 meteors per hour

– Realisticly expect between 10-15 per hour

– bright Moon will wash-out fainter meteors

• 17th Mercury 1.2o  south of M44 Praesepe (Beehive 
Cluster), rising 90 mins before sunrise

• 26 & 27th Jupiter passes in front of NGC6235, a mag 
+8.9 globular cluster in Ophiucus 



Noctilucent Clouds

Images courtesy of Rob Greaves

First week or so of August is our last 
chance to spot these. Look North up to 3 
hours after sunset. Not water vapour but 
ice crystals approx. 80 K high



Meetings at Local Societies

• Guildford AS  Lecture Theatre L, Uni of Surrey 

• Croydon AS  Royal Russell School, Coombe Lane, Croydon

– Autumn dates to be confirmed

• Ewell AS Nonsuch High School for Girls, Cheam

– No Meeting in August.



Meetings at Local Societies

• Farnham AS Aldershot Cricket Club

– Tuesday 13th August, 7.45 p.m.

• “Living On Mars”  

» Colin Stuart
» Farnham AS



Meetings at Local Societies

• Walton Astronomy Group
– Fri 23rd or Saturday 24th August, 8pm till late

• Dark Sky Trip (Stargazing session)

– Venue & night to be decided nearer to date

» check website for details
» http://www.waltonastrogroup.co.uk



Astronomy on TV

The Sky at Night

“ESA Mission Selection”

Only a handful of missions are sent into space every 
decade, so how do space agencies decide which are 
cleared for launch and which are grounded?  This month 
Sky At Night goes behind the scenes as ESA selects its 
next F-class mission, for launch in 2028. The team meet 
UK teams vying to have their ideas selected, including a 
mission to a comet. 

Sunday    11th August  BBC 4, 10.00 pm
Thursday  15th August BBC 4, 7.30 pm

for exact times please check www.radiotimes.com 
 or  www.bbc.co.uk/skyatnight



Astronomy on TV

• “Revolutions”
– exploring the extraordinary story 

of six remarkable inventions

• Six weekly episodes
– Tuesdays BBC4,9.00 pm

– else iPlayer 

• Prof Jim Al-Khalili
– University of Surrey

• Episode 3: The Rocket 
– Tuesday 6th August

• Episode 5: The Telescope
– Tuesday 20th August




